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Understanding the computational capabilities of the nervous system means to “identify”
its emergent multiscale dynamics. For this purpose, we propose a novel model-driven iden-
tiﬁcation procedure and apply it to sparsely connected populations of excitatory integrate-
and-ﬁre neurons with spike frequency adaptation (SFA). Our method does not characterize
the system from its microscopic elements in a bottom-up fashion, and does not resort
to any linearization. We investigate networks as a whole, inferring their properties from
the response dynamics of the instantaneous discharge rate to brief and aspeciﬁc supra-
threshold stimulations. While several available methods assume generic expressions for
the system as a black box, we adopt a mean-ﬁeld theory for the evolution of the net-
work transparently parameterized by identiﬁed elements (such as dynamic timescales),
which are in turn non-trivially related to single-neuron properties. In particular, from the
elicited transient responses, the input–output gain function of the neurons in the network
is extracted and direct links to the microscopic level are made available: indeed, we show
how to extract the decay time constant of the SFA, the absolute refractory period and the
average synaptic efﬁcacy. In addition and contrary to previous attempts, our method cap-
tures the system dynamics across bifurcations separating qualitatively different dynamical
regimes. The robustness and the generality of the methodology is tested on controlled
simulations, reporting a good agreement between theoretically expected and identiﬁed
values. The assumptions behind the underlying theoretical framework make the method
readily applicable to biological preparations like cultured neuron networks and in vitro brain
slices.
Keywords: system identiﬁcation, spiking neuron networks, spike frequency adaptation, mean-ﬁeld theory, non-
linear dynamical regime, system bifurcations
1. INTRODUCTION
Brainfunctionsrelyoncomplexdynamicsbothatthemicroscopic
levelofneuronsandsynapsesandatthe“mesoscopic”resolutionof
local cell assemblies,eventually expressed as the concerted activity
of macroscopiccorticalandsub-corticalareas(Nunez,2000;Deco
etal.,2008).Understandingcomputationalcapabilitiesofthisner-
voussystemmeansto“identify”itsemergentmultiscaledynamics,
possibly starting from the properties of its building blocks and
following a bottom-up approach. Knowledge about the mecha-
nismsunderlyingsuchdynamics,couldinturnsuggestinnovative
approaches to probe the intact brain at work.
A natural choice of microscopic computational unit is the sin-
gle nervous cell described as a “black box,” whose output is the
discharge rate of spikes or the neuron membrane potential in
response to an incoming ionic current induced by the synaptic
bombardment. Complexity reduction in single-neuron modeling
is the result of a trade-off between the tractability of the descrip-
tion and the capability of mimicking almost all the behaviors
exhibited by isolated nervous cells (in particular the rich ﬁring
patterns; Herz et al., 2006). Administering a suited input, such as
stepwise or noisy currents, the linear response properties can be
worked out (Knight,1972b; Sakai,1992;Wright et al.,1996). Even
though neurons described as linear systems might seem a rather
rudeapproximation,areliablenon-linearresponsetoanarbitrary
incoming current can be obtained by simply rectifying the input
and/or the output of the linear black box with a threshold-linear
function in cascade (Sakai, 1992; Poliakov et al., 1997; Köndgen
et al., 2008). Direct identiﬁcation of the non-linear relationship
betweenafferentcurrentsandthemembranevoltagehasbeenalso
proposed, further improving the prediction ability of the detailed
timing of emitted spikes by in vitro maintained neurons (Badel
et al.,2008).
Nevertheless, inferring detailed single-neuron dynamics from
the experiments is not the only obstacle in the challenge of
a bottom-up approach aiming at understanding the emergent
dynamics of neuronal networks. The connectivity structure and
theheterogeneitiesofbothcomposingnodesandcouplingtypolo-
gies are among the key elements which ultimately determine the
ongoing multiscale activity observed through different neuro-
physiology approaches (Sporns et al., 2004; Deco et al., 2008).
The experimentally detailed probing of these network features is
still in its infancy (Markram, 2006; Field et al., 2010) and strong
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limitations come from the unavoidable measure uncertainties.
A possible way out is to consider as the basic scale for identi-
ﬁcation the mesoscopic one, in which computational building
blocks are relatively small populations of neurons anatomically
and/or functionally homogeneous. To this aim, the Volterra–
Wiener theory of non-linear system identiﬁcation has been often
applied (Marmarelis and Naka, 1972; Marmarelis, 1993), also to
model multiscale neuronal systems (Song et al., 2009). Alterna-
tivedimensionalreductionshavebeenphenomenologicallyintro-
duced(Curtoetal.,2009),orderivedfromthecontinuityequation
fortheprobabilitydensityof themembranepotentialsof theneu-
rons in the modeled population (Knight, 1972a,b; Deco et al.,
2009).
These population models effectively describe the relationship
betweeninputandoutputﬁringrates,evenunderregimesofspon-
taneous activity in the absence of external stimuli. Nevertheless,
theyfailtoprovideaninterpretationinwhichcellularandnetwork
mechanisms are responsible for the activity regimes observed and
modeled.Hereweproposea“middle-out”approach(Noble,2002)
to overcome this drawback:in this approach,besides a bottom-up
paradigm to deal with macroscopic scales, links are made avail-
able toward the microscopic domain at the cellular level, whose
detailswillbeinferredinatop-downmannerfromthemesoscopic
description of pooled neurons.
We pursue such objective by adopting a model-driven iden-
tiﬁcation, which we test on a sparsely connected population of
excitatory integrate-and-ﬁre (IF) neurons. Model neurons incor-
porate a fatigue mechanism underlying the spike frequency adap-
tation (SFA) to lower discharge rates that follow a transient and
sustained depolarization of the cell membrane potential (Koch,
1999; Herz et al., 2006). Networks of such “two-dimensional” IF
neurons have a rich repertoire of dynamical regimes, including
asynchronous stationary states and limit cycles of almost periodi-
calpopulationburstsofactivity(Lathametal.,2000;vanVreeswijk
and Hansel, 2001; Fuhrmann et al., 2002). Our model-driven
identiﬁcation relies on a dimensional reduction of the network
dynamicsderivedinGiganteetal.(2007),whichusesbothamean-
ﬁeld approximation (Amit and Tsodyks, 1991; Amit and Brunel,
1997) to describe the synaptic currents as a linear combination
of the population discharge rates, and a continuity equation for
the dynamics of the population density of the membrane poten-
tials (Knight,1972a,2000; Brunel and Hakim,1999; Nykamp and
Tranchina,2000; Mattia and Del Giudice,2002). We deliver to the
network supra-threshold stimuli capable to elicit non-linear reac-
tions of the ﬁring activity. From the transient responses we work
out the vector ﬁeld of the reduced dynamics, and, based on the
adopted modeling description, we extract a current-to-rate gain
function for the neuronal population along with other properties.
Weﬁnallyexploittherelationshipbetweensuchnetworkfunctions
and single-neuron features to extract microscopic parameters like
the average synaptic conductance between coupled cells.
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1. LOW-DIMENSIONAL POPULATION DYNAMICS
Evenwhenconsideringasbasiccomponentof anetworktheleaky
IF (LIF) neuron (one of the simplest models of spiking neurons),
the dynamic trajectories of such assemblies might be drawn only
on a blackboard (the phase space) with a large enough number of
dimensions,atleastaslargeasthenumberof neurons.Besides,the
network connectivity is intrinsically heterogeneous such that the
matrix of synaptic couplings is often modeled by a random and
sparse selection of neuronal contacts with distributed efﬁcacies.
The theoretical description of these high-dimensional complex
systemsisaformidablechallenge.Astrategytotacklethisproblem
is to adopt a mean-ﬁeld approximation (Amit and Tsodyks, 1991;
AmitandBrunel,1997;BrunelandWang,2001;Decoetal.,2008),
which allows to lump together the plethora of available degrees
of freedom by assuming the same statistics for the input currents
to different neurons of the same pool. What might be thought of
as a rather rough hypothesis has been proved to be a direct con-
sequence of the central limit theorem (Amit and Tsodyks, 1991),
whichwellappliestothelargenumberof connectionsontheden-
dritic trees of cortical neurons (Braitenberg and Schüz, 1998). As
a result, the membrane potential dynamics of a generic neuron
in a statistically homogeneous population is driven by a ﬂuctu-
ating synaptic current modeled as a Gaussian stochastic process
whose instantaneous mean E[Isyn(t)] and variance Var[Isyn(t)]
are,respectively:
μ(t) ≡ E
 
Isyn(t)
 
=
Ppre  
α=1
Cα Jα να(t)
σ2(t) ≡ Var
 
Isyn(t)
 
=
Ppre  
α=1
Cα J2
α να(t)
(1)
where Ppre is the number of pre-synaptic homogenous popula-
tions projecting onto the investigated neuronal pool, Cα is the
average number of synaptic contacts per neuron from population
α,Jα isthemeanpost-synapticcurrentdeliveredtothemembrane
potential after the arrival of a pre-synaptic spike from population
α (the average synaptic efﬁcacy), and Jα Jα is the SD of these
randomly distributed synaptic efﬁcacies. The instantaneous pop-
ulation discharge rate να(t) (i.e., the population emission rate)
is the number of spikes N(t,dt) emitted in an inﬁnitesimal time
interval dt by the whole pool of Nα neurons, per unit time and
cell: να(t)=limdt →0N(t,dt)/(Nαdt).
Thedynamicsof populationscomposedof“identical”neurons,
driven by ﬂuctuating currents with moments μ and σ2, can be
described by tracking the density p(v,t) of cells with membrane
potentialsaroundv attimet.Thedensityp(v,t)obeysacontinuity
equationwherethepopulationdischargerateνα istheprobability
ﬂow crossing a spike emission threshold, which in turn re-enters
as an additional probability at the membrane voltage following
an action potential. Such“population density”approach has been
fruitfullyusedtoworkoutthedetaileddynamicsofthepopulation
emission rate under mean-ﬁeld approximation (Knight, 1972a,
2000; Abbott and van Vreeswijk, 1993; Treves, 1993; Brunel and
Hakim, 1999; Nykamp and Tranchina, 2000; Mattia and Del Giu-
dice, 2002), ﬁnally reducing the phase space to few dimensions:
the να’s.
Furthermore, the population density approach allows to take
into account also multi-compartment neuron models character-
izednotonlybythesomaticmembranepotential,butalsobyother
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ionicmechanismswidelyobservedinneurobiology(Knight,2000;
Casti et al.,2002; Brunel et al.,2003; Gigante et al.,2007). Dimen-
sional reductions of the network phase space have been obtained
also for these model extensions, by assuming separate timescales
for different degrees of freedom or narrow marginal distributions
fortheionic-relatedvariables.Amongthese,thereductionderived
in Gigante et al. (2007) provides a mean-ﬁeld dynamics for ν(t)
coupled to the dynamical equation for the average concentration
c(t) of ions impinging on the membrane potential, like K+.F o ra
single population (we therefore omit the index α)o faq u i t eg e n -
eral class of IF neurons incorporating SFA, the reduced dynamics
isdescribedbythefollowingsetof ordinarydifferentialequations:
⎧
⎪ ⎨
⎪ ⎩
dν
dt
=  (eff)(c,ν)−ν
τν(c,ν) ≡ G(c,ν)
dc
dt
=−c
τc + ν
(2)
where, in addition to the population emission rate ν, there is a
second state variable c representing the average ionic concentra-
tion affecting K+ conductances and determining the mechanism
responsible for the SFA phenomenon. In the absence of ﬁring
activity, c relaxes to its equilibrium concentration with a decay
time τc,ranging from hundreds of milliseconds to seconds (Bhat-
tacharjee and Kaczmarek, 2005). G is the vector ﬁeld component
for the emission rate,a combination of two functions: (eff) is the
“effective gain function,” which returns the output discharge rate
of asingle-neuronreceivingaﬂuctuatingcurrentwithmomentsμ
and σ2 for a ﬁxed concentration c. It extends the usually adopted
single-neuron response function including the effects of an addi-
tionalinhibitorycurrentimplementingtheSFA.Thegainfunction
 (eff) is not only rigidly shifted in proportion to c, rather it is
“effectively” modulated in an activity-dependent manner which
takes into account the distribution of membrane potentials in the
neuronal pool (Gigante et al., 2007). The second function, τν,
provides the“relaxation timescales”of the network.
Both (eff) andτν dependontheinﬁnitesimalmomentsof the
input current:
μ(c,ν) = Crec Jrec ν + Jext νext − gc c
σ2(ν) = Crec J2
rec(1 +  J2
rec)ν+ J2
ext(1 +  J2
ext)ν ext ,
(3)
where Crec is the average number of recurrent synaptic contacts,
Jrec istheaveragerecurrentsynapticefﬁcacy,Jext istheaverageefﬁ-
cacy of synapses with external neurons, Jrec  Jrec and Jext  Jext
aretheSDof therandomlysampledrecurrentandexternalsynap-
tic efﬁcacies, respectively, νext is the average frequency of external
spikes, and gc is the strength of the self-inhibition responsible for
the SFA. Equation 3 is a particular instance of Eq. 1, where only
two populations of neurons have been considered, the local one
providing the recurrent spikes and the external one delivering the
barrage of synaptic events originated by remote populations of
neurons.
Equation 2 has been proved to reliably predict different non-
linear activity regimes and trajectories in the phase space for a
network of simpliﬁed IF neurons, the VIF model introduced in
FusiandMattia,1999;seeSection2.2),althoughthedevelopedthe-
oryappliestoawideclassof spikingneuronmodels.Furthermore,
Eq. 2 is an ideal representation of the network dynamics for our
middle-out approach providing a low-dimensional mesoscopic
description of a population of neurons which in turn depends on
microscopic elements like the average recurrent synaptic efﬁcacy
Jrec and the single-neuron gain function  (eff).
2.2. IN SILICO EXPERIMENTS
We evaluated the effectiveness of the identiﬁcation approach by
applying it to in silico experiments: model networks composed of
N =20,000 excitatory IF spiking neurons. Two types of neuron
models have been considered with the following dynamics of the
membrane potential V(t):
dV
dt
=− f (V) + Isyn(t) + IAHP(t), (4)
where Isyn(t) is the synaptic incoming current and IAHP(t)i s
the activity-dependent afterhyperpolarizing K+ current acting as
adaptation mechanism for single cell spiking activity. Neuron
models differ for the relaxation dynamics: (i) f(V)=V(t)/τ for
the standard LIF neuron with exponential decay and time con-
stant τ =20ms; (ii) f(V)=β for the simpliﬁed IF neuron often
adoptedinVLSIimplementations(VIFneuron;seeFusiandMat-
tia, 1999) with a constant decay set here to β =50.9θ/s, where θ
is the emission threshold used in this case as unit. In the absence
of incoming spikes,V(t) reaches the resting potential we set to 0.
For VIF neurons the resting potential is also the minimum value
of V,a reﬂecting barrier constrainingV(t) to non-negative values
even in the presence of the negative drift−β. Point-like spikes are
emittedwhenV(t)crossesthethresholdvalueθ (setto20mVand
1 for LIF andVIF,respectively).After spike emission,V(t) instan-
taneously drops to a reset potential H (15mV and 0 for LIF and
VIF, respectively), for an absolute refractory period of τ0 =2ms.
The synaptic current Isyn(t) is a linear superposition of post-
synaptic potentials induced by instantaneous synaptic transmis-
sion of pre-synaptic spikes:
Isyn(t) =
 
j
Jj
 
k
δ(t − tjk − δj) +
 
k
Jext,k δ(t − tk).
The k-th spike,emitted at t =tjk by the local pre-synaptic neu-
ronj,affectsthepost-synapticmembranepotentialwithasynaptic
efﬁcacy Ji after a transmission delay δj. Synaptic efﬁcacies are ran-
domly chosen from a Gaussian distribution with mean Jrec and
SD  Jrec =0.25 Jrec. If not otherwise speciﬁed, Jrec =0.101mV
for LIF and Jrec =0.00697θ forVIF.
The afterhyperpolarizing current IAHP(t)=−gcC(t)m o d e l s
somatic K+ inﬂux modulated by the intracellular concentration
C(t)o fN a + and/or Ca2+ ions and proportional to the ﬁring
activity of the neuron:
dC
dt
=−
C
τc
+
 
k
δ (t − tk) ,
where τc =250ms is the decay time and gc =21mV/s for LIF and
gc =1.1θ/s for VIF. δ(t–tk) are the spikes emitted by the neuron
receivingthepotassiumcurrent.Weremarkthatthesingle-neuron
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ionic concentration C(t) should not be confused with the adapta-
tion variable at the mesoscopic level c(t), introduced in Eq. 2,
which in turn characterizes the effective state of the neuronal
population. In the Section 3 we will always refer to the latter.
The network connectivity is sparse so that two neurons are
synaptically connected with a probability yielding an average
number of synaptic contacts Crec =100 and Crec =200 for LIF
and VIF networks, respectively. Transmission delays δj are ran-
domly chosen from an exponential distribution aiming to mimic
the timescales of post-synaptic potential due to the conductance
changes of glutamatergic receptors,by setting the average delay to
3ms.
Spike trains {tk} incoming from outside the network are
modeled by a Poisson process with average spike frequency
νext =8.67kHz and νext =1.15kHz for LIF and VIF, respectively.
SynapseswithexternalneuronshaveefﬁcaciesJext,k randomlycho-
sen from a Gaussian distribution with the same mean and SD as
the recurrent synaptic efﬁcacies. Additional external stimulations
intended to model an exogenous and temporary increase of the
excitability of the tissue,for instance due to an electric pulse stim-
ulation, are implemented by increasing the frequency νext by a
fraction  νext, as detailed later.
The above parameter values set the networks to have dynamics
with global oscillations (GO) that alternate periods of population
bursts at high-ﬁring rate and intervals of silent, almost quies-
cent population activity: an example is shown in Figure 1A.I n
particular, the networks of excitatory VIF neurons have the same
parameters as those used in Gigante et al. (2007). An event-based
approach described in Mattia and Del Giudice (2000) has been
used to numerically integrate the network dynamics.
During the simulation we estimate the population ﬁring rate
ν(t)bysamplingevery t =10msthespikesemittedbythewhole
network and dividing this value by N t.
2.3. STIMULATION PROTOCOL
Thestimulationconsistsof varyingthefrequencyνext of theexter-
nally applied current: by varying its magnitude, the duration of
theperturbationandtheintervalbetweensubsequentstimuli,itis
possible to reach almost all signiﬁcant regions of the phase plane
(c,ν). An example of a simple stimulation protocol is shown in
Figure 1A: here, two stimuli have been applied each one consist-
ing of two brief stimulations depicted as vertical dashed lines.
During the stimulation, the frequency νext of the external cur-
rent is increased by  νext and the state of the system at the end
of the stimulation is taken as a new initial condition. The stim-
ulation protocol we applied comes in two “ﬂavors”: the ﬁrst one
(depicted for example in Figure 1A) consists of applying single
stimuli separated by a ﬁxed time interval T, with intensities ran-
domly extracted from a Gaussian distribution with given mean
and SD. The second one consists of applying a couple of “pulses”
separated by a relatively short time period dt; subsequent stimuli
doublets are again separated by a time T. In this case, while the
ﬁrst pulse is always excitatory (i.e., the mean of  νext is positive),
the second one may be either excitatory or inhibitory. In Table A1
FIGURE 1 |Vector ﬁeld probing by external stimulation. (A) Population
ﬁring rate ν(t) from the simulation of a VIF neuron network (top, black trace)
following sudden changes of  νext (vertical dashed lines, see text for details).
Bottom gray curve: adaptation variable c(t) numerically integrated from Eq. 2
using the above ν(t) and assuming a value of τ c =250ms. (B) Integrated
network trajectories in the phase plane (c,ν) for three different values of τ c.
The 20 colored trajectories are given by 20 different initial conditions
determined by the duration and intensity of the external stimulations. Dashed
black lines are the ˙ c = 0 nullclines. All trajectories approach the equilibrium
point at ν =5Hz.
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in Appendix we summarize the values of the parameters used for
the different in silico experiments.
2.4. ADAPTATION DYNAMICS RECONSTRUCTION
Given a ﬁxed value of τc, the time course of c at population level
can be obtained by numerically integrating Eq. 2. We used for-
wardEuler’smethodforalloursimulations,resultinginanupdate
formula that reads
c(t + dt) =
 
1 −
dt
τc
 
c(t) + ν(t)dt (5)
wheredt =10msistheintegrationstepcorrespondingtothesam-
pling period of population discharge rate in the simulations. An
example is shown in the lower part of Figure 1A.
2.5. GENERATION OF THE FITTING DATA
F o rag i v e nτc, starting from a set of trajectories composed of the
measured discharge rate ν and the reconstructed adaptation vari-
able c, we want to estimate the vector ﬁeld of Eq. 2. By applying
the ﬁnite difference method to the trajectories, we obtain val-
ues of G on an irregularly distributed set of points in the plane
(c,ν). The reason for using a variable stimulation protocol – not
only in terms of magnitude or duration of the perturbation, but
also in terms of the interval between subsequent stimuli – lies
in the fact that our ﬁnal goal is to obtain trajectories that are
as spread as possible over the phase plane: indeed, by uniformly
covering the phase plane with trajectories,we can obtain an accu-
rate estimation of the vector ﬁeld of Eq. 2 (De Feo and Storace,
2007).
2.6. USAGE OF SPLINES FOR INTERPOLATION
Inthiswork,wehaveusedthematlabSplineToolbox(TheMath-
Works Inc., Natick, MA, USA) to represent the functions that we
want to estimate – namely, G,  (eff), and τν – on the whole phase
plane. In particular, we have used “thin-plate smoothing” splines
(Wahba, 1990) since they are capable of ﬁtting and smoothing
irregularly spaced grid of data. The resulting approximated sur-
faces are shaped by a smoothing factor,i.e.,a value in the range [0,
1]:0correspondstotheleast-squaresapproximationofthedataby
aﬂatsurface,whereas1correspondstoasplinewhichinterpolates
the data. This parameter is critical especially in the estimation of
G(c,ν),sincetoohighvalueswouldleadtoaverynoisyvectorﬁeld
thatinturnleadstonumericalinstabilityduringtheintegrationof
Eq. 2. On the other hand,very low values of the smoothing factor
correspond to extremely smooth G(c,ν) functions that are unable
to replicate the oscillating behavior characteristic of the network,
since the only attracting state is the equilibrium located at low fre-
quencies. We have set the smoothing factor to 0.01 and 0.025 for
networks composed of LIF andVIF neurons,respectively.We also
remarkthatothervaluesintheneighborhoodof theoneswechose
provide qualitatively analogous results, in terms of the behaviors
that Eq. 2 can reproduce.
2.7. FIT OF THE NULLCLINE IN THE DRIFT- AND NOISE-DOMINATED
REGIONS
To evaluate coefﬁcients in Eq. 10 (see Section 3.3.1), which shape
the nullcline ˙ ν = 0 at drift-dominated regime, we used the
Optimization Toolbox included in matlab in order to ﬁt the
experimentally estimated curves by minimizing the following
error measure:
Err =
np  
i=1
 
 
 c
 
ν
p
i
 
− c
p
i
 
 
 , (6)
where(c
p
i ,ν
p
i )aretherawpointsthatdescribethenullclineandthe
sum runs over a certain number np of points. The optimization
was repeated for 100 trials with different random initial guesses
for the coefﬁcients, in order to avoid local minima in which the
optimization algorithm might be trapped: the best set of coefﬁ-
cients was then computed as the mean value of the coefﬁcients
resulting from the 10 optimization runs that gave lower error val-
ues.Wehaveveriﬁedthat,inthespeciﬁccaseunderconsideration,
the lowest error values are associated to sets of coefﬁcients that
are very close to each other. As a consequence, our optimization
procedure gives consistently the same results, indicating that the
computed coefﬁcients indeed correspond to a global minimum of
the cost function.
On the ν =0 axis,the ﬁeld component G decays exponentially,
i.e., the curve G(c,0) can be well described by an expression of
the form G0 exp(−c/γ). To obtain the values of the coefﬁcients
G0 and γ we have ﬁrst uniformly sampled the function G(c,0)
using the spline representation of G – obtained with the proce-
dure described in the previous section – and then ﬁtted the values
log(G(c,0))withaﬁrstdegreepolynomialoftheforma +bc.Con-
sequently,the coefﬁcients G0 and γ are given by exp(a) and −1/b,
respectively. The results of this simple ﬁtting procedure are shown
in Figure 4C.
2.8. CONSTRUCTION OF THE BIFURCATION DIAGRAM
To characterize the dynamical phases accessible to the used neu-
ronal networks, we computed the bifurcation diagram reported
in Figure 7 as follows. We ﬁrst sampled the parameter plane
(Jrec,gc)onanirregulargridcomposedof 669points:wechosethis
approach, instead of using a regularly spaced grid as commonly
usedpracticeinthebifurcationanalysisofdynamicalsystems,both
for the relative simplicity of this particular diagram and because
of the prohibitive times that would be required to perform a more
exhaustive analysis. Moreover, an irregular sampling of the para-
meter plane allowed us to increase the density of points across
the bifurcation curves, such as those that mark the borders of the
low-rate asynchronous state (LAS) & GO region. For each pair of
parameters (Jrec,gc) we simulated a network of LIF neurons for
50s, as detailed previously. For the classiﬁcation of the steady-
state behavior, we discarded the ﬁrst 10s of simulation, during
which νext was exponentially increased to its steady-state value.
The time course of ν is classiﬁed as asynchronous when no pop-
ulation bursts are present: in this case, it is possible to distinguish
between low-rate and high-rate asynchronous attractor states by
simply computing the mean of the instantaneous ﬁring rate. If
population bursts are present, the trace is classiﬁed as oscillating:
in this case, we must distinguish whether the parameter pair is in
the region where the limit cycle is the only stable attractor or in
the region of coexistence between a stable limit cycle and a stable
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low-frequency equilibrium point. To do so, we compute the SD
of the inter-burst intervals (IBIs): if such quantity is less than 0.2
times the mean of the IBIs, then we classify the parameter pair as
in the region with only the stable limit cycle.
3. RESULTS
The whole identiﬁcation procedure is depicted in Figure 2: in the
following, we shall discuss in greater detail each block present in
the ﬂow chart.
3.1. VECTOR FIELD RECONSTRUCTION THROUGH STIMULATION
We pursue the identiﬁcation of network parameters following an
opposite approach to the linear response to small perturbations.
FIGURE 2 | Flow chart of the identiﬁcation algorithm.The procedure
starts (top left corner) with the stimulation of the neuronal network through
the protocol ({ νext}) described in the Section 2. From the resulting
instantaneous ﬁring rate ν(t), the time course of the adaptation dynamics
c(t) is carried out for different guess values of τ c.The estimated τ c is
satisfying an optimality criterium based on the anti-correlation between c
and ν.The trajectories (c(t),ν(t)) are then employed in the generation of the
ﬁtting data for the vector ﬁeld component of interest ({G(c,ν)} on the phase
plane).These sparsely distributed values are subsequently interpolated
using a thin-plate smoothing spline.The resulting function G(c,ν) deﬁned
over the whole phase plane, together with various reference values and a
ﬁtting model for  
(eff), allow to reconstruct both the effective gain function
 
(eff)(c,ν) and the network relaxation timescale τ ν(c,ν).
Here, we exploit the non-linearity of the network dynamics in
order to have a phase space widely and spontaneously covered by
trajectories,withoutdrivingitbymeansof anexogenousandcon-
tinuousstimulation.AsshowninFigure1A,wedeliveratrandom
times (see Section 2 for details) brief “aspeciﬁc” stimulations to
the network (vertical dashed lines). Depending on the state of the
system, stimuli may or may not elicit a population burst, or more
generally a large deviation from its equilibrium condition. This
allows to overcome an obvious experimental constraint: since we
are dealing with networks of neurons, we can not set their initial
conditions at will. Here the state of the neuronal pool at the end
of the stimulation is taken as starting point of a new relaxation
dynamics for the system.
Besides, we assume that the population dynamics is effectively
describedbytrajectoriesinthetwo-dimensionalphasespace(c,ν).
Such dynamics is expected to follow the autonomous system in
Eq. 2 for a wide class of spiking neuron networks, as detailed in
the Section 2. We consider as the only experimentally accessible
information the instantaneous ﬁring rate ν(t). The adaptation
dynamics c(t) can be reconstructed from it, by using the second
equation in system 2 (see Figure 1A, bottom plot and see Section
2 for details) for a chosen adaptation time constant τc.
Figure1B clearly shows how relaxation trajectories following a
stimulation critically depend on the chosen τc. Furthermore, it is
alsoapparenthowthenon-lineardynamicsof thenetworkreactto
similar external stimulations in a state-dependent manner, bring-
ing the system each time to a different initial condition (colored
circles at the beginning of each trajectory in Figure 1B). From
this point of view the complexity of the system helps the “explo-
ration”ofitsphasespacewithoutresortingtocomplexstimulation
strategies.
Starting from these effective trajectories, a two-dimensional
vectorﬁeld(˙ c, ˙ ν)canbeestimated.Thisistheﬁrststeptowardthe
identiﬁcationof therecoverytimeτc,thegainfunction (eff)(c,ν)
and the neuronal relaxation timescale τν(c,ν), that characterize
the network dynamics at different levels of description.
3.2. SEARCHING FOR THE OPTIMAL VECTOR FIELD
By further inspecting the trajectories reconstructed for different
values of τc,we can observe that curve intersections mainly occur
for small or long adaptation timescales. This is apparent looking
at cyan-green and dark-red trajectories in the left and right panels
of Figure1B. Since system 2 describes a smooth vector ﬁeld com-
posedofordinarydifferentialequations,multiplesolutionsarenot
allowed, and this means that only one trajectory is expected to go
through one point in the phase plane. Intersections are then not
allowed and if they appear, it might be due to an incorrect value
of τc or to an inadequate modeling of the system, for instance
because more than two state variables are needed. Although the
latter motivation seems the most likely due to the huge number of
degrees of freedom (i.e., the number N =20,000 of VIF neurons
in the network here used), intersections practically disappear by
setting τc =250ms (central panel of Figure 1B). Unsurprisingly,
this is the exact value of τc set in the example simulations.
Starting from this qualitative intuition, we looked for an opti-
mality measure of the adaptation timescale by inspecting the
cross-correlation between the available population ﬁring ν(t) and
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the reconstructed c(t). After a population burst, either sponta-
neous or induced by stimulation, adaptation is expected to reach
a maximum level making almost quiescent the following ﬁring
activity of the network. This is the beginning of a recovery phase
in which discharge rate increases as c(t) relaxes to its resting
level c =0. During this period c(t) and ν(t) are expected to be
anti-correlated.Wetestedsuchrelationshipbycomputingthecor-
relation degree between the measured population discharge rate
andthereconstructedadaptationlevelforawiderangeofvaluesof
τc.F o re a c hτc,w ea v eragedc(t) and ν(t) in the 100ms windows
atﬁxedtimelag t fromthestimulationtimes.InFigure3A,such
correlation degrees are plotted for a set of  t and each of them
displays a maximum anti-correlation occurring at different τc,
as highlighted by the black circles. Interestingly, the largest anti-
correlationisobtainedforanoptimal t =0.391s,pointedoutby
theverticaldashedlineinFigure3Bandroughlycorrespondingto
theaveragedurationof theelicitedpopulationbursts.Thecorrela-
tiondegreeforthisoptimaltimelaghasanabsoluteminimumfor
τc =257ms (see inset in Figure 3B). This value closely matches
the parameter set in the simulation (τc =250ms),conﬁrming the
reliability of the optimality criterion here described.
The estimate of τc,together with aspeciﬁc stimulations,allows
for the reconstruction of a rich repertoire of trajectories ﬁlling
the (c,ν) phase plane, as shown in Figure 1B. The time deriva-
tives of such trajectories computed by applying a ﬁnite difference
method provide a sparse estimate of the ˙ ν = G(c,ν) component
of thevectorﬁeldof system2.InFigure3Cweillustratetheresults
of this step in the identiﬁcation of the population dynamics. We
smoothedtheextractedﬁeldbyaleastsquareﬁtwithathird-order
spline surface (see Section 2.6 for details), eventually plotted as a
colormap.Fromtheidentiﬁedﬁeldcomponents,wecanworkout
the nullclines ˙ ν = G(c,ν) = 0 and ˙ c = c/τc − ν = 0, depicted
as solid and dashed black curves in Figure 3C, respectively, which
provide direct information on the accessible dynamical regime of
the system.
3.3. EXTRACTING  (EFF) FROM THE VECTOR FIELD
Unfortunately,the availability of the vector ﬁeld does not provide
enough information to unambiguously identify the mean-ﬁeld
functions (eff)andτν.Inprinciple,aninﬁnitesetoffunctionscan
satisfy the expression for G(c,ν) in Eq. 2. To remove such degener-
ation,weresortedtosomegeneralmodel-independenthypotheses
applicabletoparticulardynamicalregimesof theneurons.Indeed,
in strongly drift- and noise-dominated regimes we can extract
somesparseinformationabouttheeffectivegainfunction,whereas
no hints are available for intermediate regimes between the drift-
and noise-dominated ones.
3.3.1. Hints from strongly “drift-dominated” regimes
Inthepresenceof anintensebarrageof excitatorysynapticevents,
thespikeemissionprocessisalmostcompletelydrivenbytheinﬁn-
itesimal mean of the incoming current μ(c,ν) of Eq. 3. The gener-
ated spike trains are rather regular and at high frequency,because
the membrane potential rapidly reaches the emission thresh-
old following a constant refractory period τ0. In this strongly
“drift-dominated” regime with large μ(c,ν), inter-spike intervals
(ISIs) are only mildly modulated by ﬂuctuations of the input
FIGURE 3 | Optimal adaptation timescale and vector ﬁeld estimate. (A)
Dependence on τ c of the correlation degree between average ν(t) and c(t)
in the 100ms periods at ﬁxed time lag  t from the beginning of
reconstructed trajectories. Each curve correspond to a different  t in the
range [0.3, 0.8]s color coded from blue to red, respectively. Circles point
out the maximum anti-correlation for each  t. (B) Maximum anti-correlation
versus  t. Circles are the same as in (A)The dashed line at  t=0.391s
marks the minimum correlation degree. Inset: correlation degree versus τ c
for the optimal  t. A circle marks the minimum at the optimal τ c=257ms.
(C) Estimated G(c,ν) in the phase plane (c,ν) setting τ c to its optimal value:
solid curve, nullcline ˙ ν = 0; dashed line, nullcline ˙ c = 0. Simulated network
parameters as in Figure 1.
current (Tuckwell, 1988; Fusi and Mattia, 1999; Mattia and Del
Giudice, 2002), and the membrane potential dynamics in Eq. 4
reduces to that of a perfect integrator ˙ V = μ. The leakage cur-
rent f(V) is neglected and the spike emission process becomes
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model-independent, and hence well suited also for biologically
detailed descriptions. The time needed to reach the threshold
θ starting from the reset potential H, together with τ0, simply
determine the average ISI and the corresponding output ﬁring
rate:
 (eff)(c,ν)  
1
τ0 +  ISI 
=
1
τ0 + θ−H
μ(c,ν)
.( 7 )
From the mean-ﬁeld theory summarized in Eq. 3, μ(c,ν) is a lin-
ear combination of the synaptic event rate ν and the adaptation
level c:
μ(c,ν) = μ0 − μc c + μν ν . (8)
Thecoefﬁcientsμ0,μc andμν areunknowninouridealizedinsil-
icoexperiments,togetherwithτ0 andθ −H inEq.7.Nevertheless,
we can estimate some of their ratios in the “drift-dominated”
regime, relying on the extracted nullclines (see Figure 3C). Start-
ing from the two previous expressions,  (eff)(c,ν)=ν (which is
valid on the nullcline ˙ ν = 0) implies the following relationship:
c(ν) =
μ0
μc
+
μν
μc
ν −
θ − H
μc
ν
1 − ντ 0
, (9)
where c(ν) is the implicit function solving the nullcline deﬁnition
equation G(c(ν),ν)=0.
For clarity,Eq. 9 can be rewritten as
c(ν) = A + Bν − C
ν
1 − Dν
, (10)
where ν and c are the independent and dependent variables,
respectively, and A =μ0/μc, B =μν/μc, C =(θ −H)/μc and
D =τ0 are the parameters to be estimated. Such coefﬁcients can
be obtained with a standard non-linear ﬁt procedure detailed in
Section 2.7. Figure 4A shows the best non-linear ﬁt (red curve)
of the data from the ﬁeld identiﬁcation (black curve, the same as
thatinFigure3C),basedonEq.9.Onlythenullclinepointsabove
the top knee have been considered, because there the high out-
put ﬁring is expected to correspond to a strongly drift-dominated
regime. Interestingly, the ﬁt has reliably returned the theoretical
refractory period τ0 =2ms and a ratio μν/μc=1.12s, very close
to the expected μν/μc=1.27s. Although τ0 is estimated at drift-
dominated regime, it is assumed that its value does not change
for different (c,ν), accordingly to the theoretical description
adopted.
Theassumptionofaneffectivegainfunctiondependingonlyon
themeancurrentμgivenbythelinearcombinationinEq.8,yields
asimplegeometricproperty: (eff) isconstantwhencomputedon
a straight line parallel to ν =(μc/μν)c in the plane (c,ν) (see Eqs.
7 and 8). From the previous non-linear ﬁt we know the slope of
those lines. Besides, the red nullcline branch shown in Figure 4A
provides the reference values in this drift-dominated regime for
the effective gain function,being there  (eff)=ν. Both these con-
siderations allow us to extract  (eff)(c,ν) in the wide range of the
phase plane depicted in Figure 4B. The colored region codes for
the identiﬁed output ﬁring rate,while the remaining white area is
where no hints are available for  (eff).
FIGURE 4 | Extraction of reference values for  
(eff). (A) Fit of the nullcline
˙ ν = 0 (black curve and dots, the same as Figure 3C) with a theoretical
guess (red curve) obtained from a general expression valid at
drift-dominated regimes of ﬁring activity for a wide class of spiking neurons
(see text for details). (B)  
(eff)(c,ν) extracted starting from theoretical ﬁt in B.
Colors code output ﬁring rates. White region is where  
(eff) has no
reference values. Below the blue dashed line  
(eff) =0. Black curve as in
(A,B). (C) G(c,ν)a tν = 0 (black) and its ﬁt G0 exp(−c/γ) (red, G0 =140/s
2
and γ =0.94). Simulated network parameters as in Figure 1.
3.3.2. Hints from strongly “noise-dominated” regimes
On the other hand,Figure4C shows that the identiﬁed ﬁeld com-
ponent G on the ν =0 axis (black curve) well ﬁts the exponential
G0 exp(−c/γ) (red curve; see Section 2.7). Furthermore, from
Eq. 2 the gain function on the same axis is  (eff)=τνG,such that
 (eff)=0w h e nG ( c,0)=0. The exponential decay of the output
discharge rate for increasing adaptation level is a general feature
and can be explained noticing that the spike emission process
mainly due to large random ﬂuctuations of incoming synaptic
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current: a “noise-driven” ﬁring regime (Fusi and Mattia, 1999).
In the absence of a recurrent feedback (ν =0), synaptic activity
is elicited by spikes from neurons outside the local network. The
superposition of enough excitatory events in a small time window
may overcome the self-inhibition current dependent on c. The
larger c,the lower the likelihood of having a strong enough depo-
larization capable of causing the emission of a spike. Similarly to
the escape problem of a Brownian particle from a potential well
(Risken, 1989), the output discharge rate depends exponentially
on the distance of the membrane potential from the emission
threshold, which is in turn proportional to the current drift μ
(Tuckwell, 1988). Conservatively, we then can say that for c >6γ,
 (eff)(c,0)0. The same approximation holds for the points of
the phase plane where μ(c,ν)<μ(6γ,0). The top boundary of
such region is the blue dashed line in Figure4B:its slope isμc/μν,
as previously estimated.
3.3.3. Extracting the whole  (eff) surface
The two regions of the phase plane that provide an estimate of
the effective gain function, together with the nullcline  (eff)=ν,
provideasparserepresentationof thewhole (eff) surfacebecause
no hints are available for intermediate regimes between the drift-
and noise-dominated ones. Besides, the gain function at ﬁxed c
is expected to be regular and with a sigmoidal shape. Indeed,
randomnessof theinputcurrentgrantsthesmoothnessof thesur-
face even for drifts μ(c,ν) close to a rheobase, when the neurons
stop ﬁring and  (eff) shows a discontinuity of the derivative (see
for instance Gerstner and Kistler, 2002; La Camera et al., 2008).
Undernoise-drivenspikingregimessuchdiscontinuitydisappears,
because current ﬂuctuations allow the emission of spikes even for
values of μ lower than the rheobase (for review,see Burkitt,2006;
LaCameraetal.,2008).Hence,assumingﬂuctuatingsynapticcur-
rents usually observed both in vivo and in vitro, we model the
whole  (eff) surface as a “thin-plate smoothing spline” (Wahba,
1990)witharigidityparameterminimizingthedifferencebetween
the model and the available estimates of the gain function (see
Section2.6fordetails).TheﬁttingresultisshowninFigure5A.I n
Figure 5B  (eff)(c,ν) sections at different adaptation levels show
thealmostthreshold-linearbehaviorof theVIFneurons(Fusiand
Mattia, 1999) and the smoothness around the rheobase current,
where output rate approaches the “no ﬁring” region. It is also
apparent the effect of the self-inhibition due to the considered
adaptation mechanism: for increasing values of c, the gain func-
tion is almost rigidly shifted to the right,thus reducing the output
discharge rate in response to the same input ν.
Thereliabilityof theidentiﬁcationisprovedbythecloseresem-
blancebetweentheestimated  (eff) andthetheoreticallyexpected
surface shown in Figures 5A,C, respectively. A deeper inspection
FIGURE 5 | Identiﬁcation of the gain function  
(eff). (A) Contour plot
of the identiﬁed gain function  
(eff)(c,ν) starting from the reference
values extracted in Figure 4 (white region,  
(eff) <0.5Hz). Solid and
dashed black curves, the same nullclines of the vector ﬁeld as in
Figures 3 and 4. (B) Identiﬁed  
(eff) sections at different c (see inset for
color code). Black dashed line,  
(eff) =ν. (C) Contour plot of  
(eff) from
mean-ﬁeld theory for model parameters as in Figure 1 (white region,
 
(eff) <0.5Hz). Black curves as in (A). (D)Theoretical nullcline  
(eff) =ν
(red) versus the one from the identiﬁed G(c,ν) black, the same as in
(A,C).
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matching the nullclines  (eff)(c,ν)=ν emphasizes the existence
of a signiﬁcant discrepancy at high output discharge rates, where
in Figure 5D theoretical and identiﬁed nullclines (red and black
curves, respectively) slightly diverge. Such mild difference should
not be attributed to a failure of the identiﬁcation process, but
rather to the limitations of the mean-ﬁeld theory. Indeed, the
diffusion approximation requires small post-synaptic potentials
and large input spike rates. At drift-dominated regimes, such
constraints are more stringent to accurately describe the prob-
ability distribution of the membrane potentials of the neuronal
pool (Sirovich et al., 2000). Another possible source of error is
the quenched disorder (van Vreeswijk and Sompolinsky, 1996),
which we have not taken into account in our dimensional reduc-
tion. The variability in the number of synaptic contacts among
the neurons in the network induces a distribution of ﬁring rates,
whichinturnaffectsthemomentsof theinputcurrent.Suchaddi-
tional variability may have a potential role at noise-dominated
regime.Fortunately,inthisregionof thephaseplaneinFigure5D
theoretical and identiﬁed nullclines match well.
3.4. IDENTIFICATION OF THE NETWORK TIMESCALE τν
Now that we have a reliable gain function  (eff) over the whole
phase plane (c,ν),we can directly obtain the timescale function τν
from Eq. 2 with the identiﬁed ﬁeld G:
τν(c,ν) =
 (eff)(c,ν)− ν
G(c,ν)
.
Because in this expression small values of G yield large uncer-
taintiesinτν,weavoidtoconsidertheaboveestimateintheregion
of thephaseplanewhere|G|<800/s2,aroundthenullcline ˙ ν = 0.
Also in this case, the missing values of τν are recovered using a
thin-plate smoothing spline ﬁtting of the available edges of the
surface (see Section 2 for details). The resulting τν(c,ν) is plotted
inFigure6A.Interestingly,thesectionsofthissurfaceatincreasing
adaptation level c show the existence of τν maxima for increasing
outputrateν,asshowninFigure6B.Aplateauathighfrequencies
is also apparent. At least qualitatively, both these features con-
ﬁrm the theoretical predictions in Gigante et al. (2007),w h e r e
FIGURE 6 | Identiﬁcation of the network timescale function τ ν. (A)
Contour plot of the identiﬁed τ ν(c,ν), obtained from the gain function  
(eff)
in Figure 5A and the ﬁeld component G in Figure 3C.The black curves are
the same nullclines as in the previous ﬁgures. (B) Sections of the
identiﬁed τ ν for different values of c (see inset for color code). (C) Network
activity response to the same external stimulation (vertical color bars) at
different times. Simulations start from the same initial condition. Black
trace: network activity without stimulation. Inset: time constants of the
exponential decays in approaching the unperturbed condition after
stimulation. Red curve: best ﬁt y =3.1 exp(6.6x)+20 for the decay time
versus stimulus time. (D)Trajectories resulting from the numerical
integration of Eq. 2 with ˙ ν component given by the reconstructed and
smoothed G in Figure 3C (solid blue line) and by ( 
(eff) −ν)/τ ν with
identiﬁed functions shown in (A) and in Figure 5A (dashed red line),
respectively. Black dot: common initial condition. Arrow: direction of
increasing time.
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an activity-dependent relaxation timescale has been reported for
spiking neuron networks (see Section 4).
The estimated relaxation timescale (less than 10ms) highlights
how fast the network dynamics is compared to the average dura-
tion of the population bursts (hundreds of milliseconds) and to
the IBIs (seconds). We stress this because the non-linear network
dynamics is a complex combination of the state of the system,the
network properties and the neuronal and synaptic microscopic
parameters.Simplylookingattheactivitydecayfollowinganexter-
nal stimulation does not directly provide an easy way to infer such
network timescales, as shown in Figure 6C. The asymptotic value
of the time constant of the exponential activity decay following
stimulations just after the last population burst gives only a rough
indication (see inset of Figure 6C).
Eventually, we complete the identiﬁcation process by testing
the dynamics of the system following Eq. 2 by using the estimated
 (eff),τν andτc.Thenumericalintegrationofsuchsystemreturns
orbits in the phase plane in a remarkable agreement with those
obtained using the ﬁeld component G resulting from the in silico
experiments (see Figure 6D).
3.5. THE MICROSCOPIC LEVEL ACROSS BIFURCATIONS
So far, we introduced our middle-out and model-driven identi-
ﬁcation approach probing its effectiveness on a relatively simple
in silico experiment,i.e.,a network of homogeneousVIF neurons.
Nevertheless, the theoretical bases of the method are rather gen-
eral, and make it suited also for more detailed and sophisticated
spiking neuron models, and eventually to controlled biological
preparations like in vitro brain slices and cultured neuronal net-
works. Furthermore, the dimensional reduction of the network
dynamics in Gigante et al. (2007),on which the method presented
here relies, is independent on the dynamical activity regime, even
in the presence of a rich repertoire of collective behaviors in the
phase diagram.
3.5.1. Bifurcation diagram of LIF neuron networks
Here,we exploit such potential by devising an in silico experiment
in which a network of excitatory LIF neurons changes its dynam-
ical behavior after modulation of some microscopic parameters.
As in an in vitro experiment, we probe in simulation the sponta-
neousactivityof theneuronalpoolwhensome“virtual”glutamate
receptor agonist and/or antagonist modulates the strength Jrec of
the recurrent synaptic couplings. Besides the regulation of the
excitabilityof thenetwork,wesimultaneouslychangetheintensity
of the self-inhibition responsible for the SFA, by varying gc.
Hence,wecarryoutabifurcationanalysisof thenetworkactiv-
ity sampling intensively the plane (Jrec, gc) (see Section 2.8 for
details). The result of this bifurcation analysis is summarized
in Figure 7A, where different colors denote different asymptotic
dynamical behaviors. In the LAS (green region), the only stable
attractor is an equilibrium point,corresponding to low-frequency
network activity (example in Figure 7B: Jrec =0.102mV and
gc =21mV/s). The GO region (cyan region) is where the only sta-
ble attractor is a limit cycle corresponding to periodic population
bursts(exampleinFigure7D:Jrec =0.112mVandgc =21mV/s).
Inthethinorangeregion(labeledasLAS&GO),twostableattrac-
tors coexist,namely a low-frequency equilibrium and a limit cycle
FIGURE 7 | Bifurcation diagram of a simulated network of excitatory
LIF neurons. (A) Section of the bifurcation diagram in the plane (Jrec,gc)
displaying the different dynamical regimes observed in the simulations:
LAS, single attractor low-ﬁring asynchronous state (green); LAS & GO,
coexistence of LAS and a metastable limit cycle where the network shows
global oscillations (orange); GO, only periodic population bursts occur; HAS,
single attractor high-ﬁring asynchronous state. Red dashed line, region
explored in Figure 8. (B–E) Examples of population activity from
simulations in the different dynamical regimes of the bifurcation diagram
[see respectively labeled black dots in (A)]. Simulated networks are
composed of 20,000 excitatory LIF neurons.
(Figure 7C: Jrec =0.106mV and gc =21mV/s). Finally, the high-
rateasynchronousstate(HAS,pinkregion)iswheretheonlystable
attractorisanequilibriumpoint,correspondingtohigh-frequency
network activity (Figure 7E: Jrec =0.086mV and gc =21mV/s).
The only bistable state – at least for the considered parameter
sets – is LAS & GO:in the deterministic inﬁnite-size limit,the sys-
tem would end up on one of the two stable attractors depending
on the initial condition and would switch only after the applica-
tion of an external stimulation; in the case of realistic neuronal
networks,ﬁnite-sizeﬂuctuationsduetoendogenousnoisesources
can induce spontaneous switches between states. We point out
that in Figures 7B,E, simulations display also the initial tran-
sientevolutionofthepopulationdischargerateν(t),duringwhich
the externally applied current νext exponentially adapt,increasing
from 0 to its steady-state value.
It is interesting to note the similarities of the carried out bifur-
cation analysis with an analogous bifurcation diagram reported
in Gigante et al. (2007) for excitatory VIF networks. At least
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qualitatively,similar dynamical states are situated in the same rel-
ative positions. HAS regimes have been found for relatively mild
SFA, whereas for higher values of gc increasing synaptic strength
yields successively to single asynchronous states (LAS), then to
coexistence of two stable states (LAS & GO) and eventually to
periodic population bursting regimes (GO).
3.5.2. Microscopic features from mesoscopic identiﬁcation
Taking into account the information provided by the diagram in
Figure 7, we exploit the robustness of our identiﬁcation method
withrespecttothecrossingof bifurcationboundaries.Tothisend,
we ﬁx gc =20mV in order to span a reasonably large interval of
LAS & GO behavior and sweep Jrec in the range [0.096,0.108]mV
(red dashed line in panelA of Figure7). For each value of Jrec,we
apply the method described in the previous sections to estimate
G,τc, (eff), and τν.
The results are presented in Figure 8: the top panel shows the
shape of the nullcline ˙ ν = G = 0 as a function of Jrec. In partic-
ular, as Jrec is increased, the shape of the nullcline ˙ ν = 0 changes
and the equilibrium point corresponding to the intersection with
the nullcline ˙ c = 0 (black dashed line in panel A) loses its sta-
bility at the frontier between the LAS & GO and GO regions (see
Figure7).Thelimitcyclethatappearsbycrossingthis(subcritical)
Hopf bifurcationisunstableandexistsintheLAS&GOregion.At
the border between the LAS and LAS & GO regions the unstable
cycle collides, through a fold bifurcation of cycles, with the stable
limit cycle that describes the oscillatory behavior of the network
showninboththeLAS&GOandGOregions.Thiskindof behav-
ior is quite standard in many neuron models and is related to the
presence of a Generalized Hopf bifurcation at the tip of the LAS &
GO region.
Theapproximationatdrift-dominatedregimeforthenullcline
in Eq. 9 is also well suited for networks of LIF neurons,as testiﬁed
by the remarkable match between dotted and solid nullclines in
Figure8A,whichextendswellbelowtheirtopknees.Thisconﬁrms
theexpectedwideapplicabilityof thefunctionalexpressionforthe
nullcline to a wide class of spiking neuron models. The identiﬁca-
tionoftheadaptationtimescaleτc providesalsoforthesenetworks
values very close to the corresponding parameters set in the sim-
ulations,providing a further conﬁrmation of the reliability of our
approach for different models and dynamical regimes.
At this point, having identiﬁed the ﬁeld component G(c,ν)
and the functions  (eff) and τν for a set of different values of
Jrec, we investigate the relationship between the mesoscopic and
the microscopic description levels of the system. We focus on
the Hopf bifurcation described above. The mean-ﬁeld theory for
the dynamics of spiking neuron networks (Mattia and Del Giu-
dice, 2002; Gigante et al., 2007) establishes a direct relationship
between the Jacobian’s eigenvalues λs for Eq. 2 and the slope of
the gain function  (eff) around equilibrium points. If Im(λ) =0,
the linearized dynamics for Eq. 2 yields
Re(λ) =−
τc + τν
2τc τν
+
1
2τν
∂ν (eff) (11)
where ∂ν (eff) and τν a r ec o m p u t e di n( c∗,ν∗), an equilibrium
point for Eq. 2. Since Jrec always multiplies ν in the expression 1
FIGURE 8 | Extracting microscopic features from mesoscopic
identiﬁcation. (A) Nullclines ˙ ν = 0 of the identiﬁed ﬁeld component G from
LIF network simulations at different levels of recurrent synaptic excitation
Jrec, spanning the red dashed line in Figure 7A (see colored labels, Jrec
sampled at steps of 1mV). Adaptation level ﬁxed at gc =20mV/s. Dotted
colored curves: ﬁtted nullcline approximations at drift-dominated regime as
in Figure 4A. Black dashed line: nullcline ˙ c = 0. Inset: estimated absolute
refractory period τ 0 versus Jrec; dashed red line, expected value. (B)
Correlation between Jrec and the real part of the eigenvalues λ of the Eq. 2
Jacobian, using the identiﬁed G(c,ν) around the equilibrium point ∼(1,4Hz).
Red dashed line: linear regression (p <10
−3, t-test). Green vertical line: Hopf
bifurcation predicted by the linear ﬁt. Insets: examples of ν(t) dynamics for
Re(λ)<0 (top left) and Re(λ)>0 (bottom right) close to the equilibrium
point. (C) Oscillation periods of ν(t) given by inverse Im(λ). Oscillations are
damped only at the left of the Hopf bifurcation (green vertical line).
for the moments of the input current, for small changes of Jrec
as in the case under investigation, the slope of  (eff) in the ν
direction will be proportional to the average synaptic efﬁcacy,i.e.,
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∂ν (eff) ∝Jrec.H ence,R e(λ)isexpectedtolinearlydependonJrec
according to Eq. 11, as we found numerically from the identiﬁca-
tioninFigure8B(graycurve).Inthiscase,theequilibriumpointis
atlow-ν andc,wherethenullclines ˙ c = 0and ˙ ν = 0intersect.The
system undergoes the Hopf bifurcation (vertical green line) where
the linear ﬁt (red dashed line) crosses x-axis in Figure 8B. This
occurs at a critical Jrec =0.1015mV very close to the theoretically
expected value Jrec =0.1048mV, provided by Eq. 11. Imaginary
part of λs (see Figure 8C) further conﬁrms the complex relation-
shipbetweentheperiodofthepopulationoscillations(graycurve)
and τc, and hence the need for ad hoc identiﬁcation strategies for
τc,like the one we proposed.
Another example of microscopic extraction is provided by the
nullcline approximation at drift-dominated regime in Eq. 9. One
of theﬁttedparametersistheabsoluterefractoryperiod τ0,which
in our simulations is set to 2ms. The inset in Figure 8A clearly
shows the accuracy of its identiﬁcation,which only mildly ﬂuctu-
ates for different Jrec, even if the network is crossing a bifurcation
boundary.
We conclude this section remarking the relevance of these
results. Although we started inspecting an intact network of spik-
ing neurons, the devised model-driven approach provides tools
to estimate microscopic features like synaptic coupling Jrec and
absolute refractory period τ0. This simply relying on the meso-
scopic description of the system given by the identiﬁed functions
 (eff) and τν of the neuronal pool.
4. DISCUSSION
In this study, we presented a method to identify the network
dynamics of a homogenous pool of interacting spiking neurons
with SFA. We analyze the spontaneous relaxation time course of
the population discharge rate without considering any lineariza-
tion. The non-linearity of the activity dynamics is exploited by
supra-threshold stimulations in order to have a complete descrip-
tion of the system. Furthermore, the network is investigated as
a whole, as opposed to a bottom-up approach characterizing
the system starting from its microscopic elements. This meso-
scopic description projects the network dynamics in the low-
dimensional state space of the instantaneous discharge rate ν(t)
and the adaptation level of the adaptation mechanism c(t), as
suggested by a recent mean-ﬁeld theory development (Gigante
et al.,2007). This model-driven approach allows us to make direct
links to the microscopic level available. Indeed, we show how
the timescale τc of the SFA together with the absolute refractory
period τ0 and the average synaptic efﬁcacy Jrec can be faithfully
extracted.
4.1. A NEW WAY TO PROBE THE SYSTEM DYNAMICS
Networks are probed by eliciting strong reactions. To this aim,
aspeciﬁcandsupra-thresholdstimulationsaredelivered,following
an approach that signiﬁcantly differs from those used to study the
linear response properties of biological systems (Knight, 1972b;
Sakai, 1992; Wright et al., 1996). Networks are then driven in
“uncommon” dynamic conditions in order to exploit the non-
linearactivityrelaxationoutsidethestimulationperiod.This“out-
of-stimulation” identiﬁcation evidences the bona ﬁde network
dynamics, by avoiding any artifacts due to artiﬁcial inputs, like
sinusoidal or randomly ﬂuctuating intra- or extracellular electric
ﬁeld changes (Chance et al., 2002; Rauch et al., 2003; Giugliano
et al., 2004; Higgs et al., 2006; Arsiero et al., 2007). Besides, we
have shown how the system reaction is state-dependent, so that
thesamestimulationmayelicitverydifferentresponses.Thisisan
added value, yielding to a reduced complexity of the stimulation
protocolinordertohaveadensecoverageof thephaseplane.Such
complexity is in turn delegated to the non-linear dynamics of the
network activity.
Aspeciﬁc stimulations involving a whole pool of neurons
clearly resemble the well known electrical microstimulation often
adopted in neurophysiology to probe and understand how the
nervous tissue works (see for review Cohen and Newsome, 2004;
Tehovniketal.,2006).Thisisoneof themainreasonswhywehave
resorted to this approach, envisaging a wide applicability even in
less controlled experimental conditions, such as those where the
intact tissue is investigated.
To this aim, it is apparent why we have chosen to watch the
systemdynamicsonlythroughthe“keyhole”ofthepopulationdis-
charge rate, without resorting to other microscopic information
available in our in silico experiments. We assumed to have access
only to multi-unit spiking activity (MUA) from local ﬁeld poten-
tials (LFP), together with electrical microstimulation, in order to
coherently investigate the network as a whole adopting a pure
“extracellular”approach.
4.2. ROBUSTNESS OF THE IDENTIFICATION TO PHASE TRANSITIONS
A major improvement provided by our model-driven approach
in the identiﬁcation of neuronal network dynamics is not only
its ability to deal with and exploit the intrinsic non-linearities of
a system with feedback and adaptation, but also its capability to
faithfully extract the features of the system in a manner which is
almost independent of the particular dynamical phase expressed,
as we have shown in Figure 8. This is a novelty with respect to
other modeling approaches that rely on input linear ﬁltering and
non-linear input–output relationships with feedback like gener-
alized linear models (Paninski et al., 2007) and linear–non-linear
cascade models (Sakai, 1992; Marmarelis, 1993). Such theoretical
frameworks, although well suited to describe non-linear biologi-
cal systems, to the best of our knowledge have never proved their
applicability across phase transitions between dynamical regimes.
The robustness with respect to the crossing of bifurcation
boundaries may result to be of great interest in understanding
the neuronal mechanisms behind the activity changes of the ner-
voustissueundercontrolledexperimentalconditions.Developing
neuronal cultures in vitro provides an ideal experimental setup
because different patterns of collective activity stand out,depend-
ing on the developmental stage (Segev et al., 2003; van Pelt et al.,
2005; Chiappalone et al., 2006; Soriano et al., 2008). Pharmaco-
logical manipulations are also appealing because they are capable
to drive neuronal cultures in different dynamical states by selec-
tivelymodulatingsynapticandsomaticionicconductances(seefor
instance Marom and Shahaf, 2002). Brain slices in vitro may pro-
videanotherapplicabilitydomainforouridentiﬁcationapproach,
for instance to investigate the neuronal substrate of epilepsy
onset (Gutnick et al., 1982; Sanchez-Vives and McCormick, 2000;
Sanchez-Vivesetal.,2010),eventhoughthestructureof thetissue
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and the cell type heterogeneity may force the assumptions our
method relies on,limiting its effectiveness.
4.3. ACTIVITY-DEPENDENT GAIN FUNCTION AND RELAXATION
TIMESCALE
As shown in Figure 5, our model-driven identiﬁcation makes the
input–output gain function  (eff) of the neurons in a network
available.Thisfunctioncharacterizesthecapabilityof theneurons
to modulate and transmit the input activity from other com-
putational nodes, conveying sensorial or other information. The
relevanceof thisresponsefunctionisevidencedbytheexperimen-
tal effort put into extracting it, typically by injecting into neurons
suited input currents and measuring the output discharge rates
(Chance et al., 2002; Rauch et al., 2003; Giugliano et al., 2004;
Higgs et al., 2006; Arsiero et al., 2007;s e eLa Camera et al., 2008
for a review). The input to  (eff) is the instantaneous frequency
of the spikes bombarding the dendritic tree of the neurons and
not the synaptic current,as often considered. This yields to a clear
advantage:itmakeshomogeneoustheinputandtheoutput,incor-
porating the possible unknown relationship between pre-synaptic
ﬁringrateandinputsynapticcurrent.Asimpliﬁcationwhichhelps
to deal with closed loops, where the neuronal network output is
fed-back as input.
Besides,the ﬁring rate ν is not the only input to  (eff): because
of the SFA mechanism, (eff) depends also on the average adapta-
tion level c. As summarized in the Section 2, c affects the average
input current as an additional inhibitory current, which in turn
rigidly shifts the neural gain function. This is still a rather rough
approximation,andthe“effective”gainfunction (eff) improvesit,
by introducing a further activity-dependent modulation (Gigante
et al., 2007): a perturbation that accounts for the distribution of
membrane potentials in the neuronal pool, consistently to what
has been previously argued for isolated neuron models (Benda
and Herz, 2003).
Moreover, the system identiﬁcation allowed us to verify the
existenceof anactivity-dependentrelaxationtimescaleτν(c,ν)for
the network dynamics, as expected from recent theoretical devel-
opments (Gigante et al., 2007). Interestingly, a similar activity-
dependent timescale has been recently introduced in a linear–
non-linear cascade modeling framework as a phenomenological
way out to obtain a more accurate description of the output ﬁring
of neurons to time-varying synaptic input (Ostojic and Brunel,
2011). The ability of the network to exhibit state-dependent reac-
tion times may be of direct biological relevance (Marom, 2010),
andfurtherextendthestandardratemodelframeworkalaWilson
and Cowan (1972).
4.4. LIMITATIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
We tested the robustness and generality of our methodology on
relatively simple and well controlled in silico experiments,report-
ing remarkably good agreement between theoretically expected
and identiﬁed dynamics. In particular, we found a slight differ-
ence in the nullcline  (eff)(c,ν)=ν (see Figure5D) likely due to a
failureof thediffusionapproximationatstrong“drift-dominated”
regimes of spiking activity, usually those corresponding to high
discharge rates. Furthermore, we obtained a τν(c,ν) with a shape
qualitatively similar to what is predicted by the theory (see Figure
1i nGigante et al., 2007), showing a maximum timescale and a
plateau at very high frequencies. The maxima of the theoretical
τν are located along the nullcline ν =c/τc, whereas the identiﬁed
maximaseemtostandonastraightlineonwhichtheaverageinput
current remains constant: ν =μc/μνc. Such a difference may be
attributed to the failure of the assumption to have a small enough
acceleration of the ﬁring rate. Indeed, acceleration has its maxi-
mum value close to the nullcline ˙ c = 0, where the onset and the
offset of the population bursts take place (Gigante et al., 2007).
Paradoxically, should this be conﬁrmed, the model-driven identi-
ﬁcationwouldprovideamorereliablesystemdescriptionthanthe
theoretical one.
But how much do the assumptions underlying the theoreti-
cal framework constrain the applicability of our method to more
complex and realistic scenarios? Provided that the mean-ﬁeld and
diffusion approximations are well suited to describe the biological
systemunderinvestigation,thedimensionalreductionweadopted
is expected to have a wide applicability. Indeed, the requirements
of having a large number of synaptic inputs on the neuronal den-
dritic trees and small enough post-synaptic potentials compared
totheneuronalemissionthresholdwellﬁtthecharacteristicsofthe
cerebral cortex (Amit and Tsodyks, 1991; Braitenberg and Schüz,
1998).Theexpressionsforthegainfunction (eff)atstronglydrift-
and noise-dominated regimes, introduced and used in Figure 4,
are rather general. Besides, we assumed the inﬁnitesimal mean
μ(c,ν) of the synaptic current to be a linear combination of ν and
c, but even this constraint can be replaced by other non-linear
expressions (Brunel and Wang, 2001), if more consistent with the
biological background.
Also, our theoretical framework does not consider realis-
tic synaptic transmissions: in particular, an instantaneous post-
synaptic potential occurs at the arrival of a pre-synaptic spike,
neglecting the typically observed ionic channel kinetics. Never-
theless, recent advances in the study of the input–output linear
response of the IF neurons have proved that realistic synap-
tic transmission brings neurons to have fast responses to input
changes (Brunel et al., 2001; Fourcaud and Brunel, 2002). Hence,
we expect only a mild perturbation of the functions  (eff) and τν
due to synaptic ﬁltering, at least for relatively fast synapses like
AMPA and GABAA. For such gating variables with slower kinet-
ics like NMDA receptors, we can include an additional dynamic
variable that describes synaptic integration on time scales longer
than τν (Wong and Wang, 2006). This additional degree of free-
dom can be handled similarly to the dynamics of c in Eq. 2, by
extending the optimization strategy summarized in Figure 3 to a
multi-dimensional space of the decay constants.
Such a generalization to multiple timescales of the synaptic
input could in principle be used to relax the constraint in mod-
eling the fatigue variable c(t) with a simple ﬁrst-order dynamics.
Morecomplexfatiguephenomenacouldbeembodiedasacascade
of ﬁrst-orderdifferentialequationsmimickingthewiderepertoire
of ionic channel kinetics (Millhauser et al., 1988; Marom, 2009),
including also additional adaptation and recovery mechanisms
(La Camera et al., 2006; Lundstrom et al., 2008). Furthermore,
we adopted a simpliﬁed spike-driven model for c-dependent self-
inhibition,assuming in particular a coupling term gc independent
from the neuron membrane potential. More biologically inspired
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voltage-dependent ionic conductances would yield the moments
of the input current to be non-linear functions of c and ν. Such
non-linearities could in turn be“absorbed”in the expressions for
 (eff)andτν,hencemakingouridentiﬁcationapproachyetusable.
The identiﬁcation strategy and the in silico experiments
reported here do not take into account networks composed of
different neuronal pools: we have considered only a homogenous
population of excitatory IF neurons. Hence,a question arises: can
our method be extended to deal with more than one interact-
ing neuronal pool? Depending on the experimental accessibility
to the separate ﬁring rates, for instance of the inhibitory and
excitatory populations, different strategies can be adopted. If a
mix of discharge frequencies is available,the identiﬁcation should
rely on a generalized theory resorting to a kind of “adiabatic”
approximationsuchthatinhibitoryactivityrapidlyadaptstotime-
varying excitatory ﬁring rates (Mascaro and Amit, 1999; Wong
and Wang, 2006). On the other hand, if experimental probes
are available to measure separately the ﬁring rates and to deliver
independent stimulations, the identiﬁcation could be managed
extending our approach to cope with a high-dimensional phase
space and thus more than one  (eff) and τν functions. A dif-
ferent approach, if experimentally viable, could be to isolate the
subnetworks and identify them using the original method, and
eventuallyinferringtherestoredinter-populationconnectivity.To
this aim,correlation-based approaches originally applied to small
neuronal networks (Schneidman et al., 2006; Pillow et al., 2008),
could be successfully used in this context by considering as basic
computational node the identiﬁed neuronal pools.
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APPENDIX
STIMULATION DETAILS
TableA1 | Details of the stimulation protocols.
E[ νext1] (%) E[ νext2] (%) S[ νext1] (%) S[ νext2] (%) T (s) t (ms) dt (ms)
VIF
Single E rnd 12.8 – 3.5 – 7 [1, 100] –
Double E 12.8 12.8 – – 7 30 [1, 250]
Double E rnd 12.8 12.8 3.5 8.7 7 [30, 40] [1, 250]
E/I 30.1 −30.6 – – 7 30 [1, 250]
E/I rnd 30.1 −30.6 3.5 5.2 7 30 [1, 250]
LIF
Single E rnd 19.6 – 19.6 – 7 [10, 70] –
Double E 29.4 58.8 – – 7 20 [5, 500]
Double E rnd 19.6 39.2 9.8 19.6 7 20 [5, 500]
E/I 29.4 −58.8 – – 7 20 [5, 500]
E/I rnd 19.6 −39.2 9.8 19.6 7 20 [5, 500]
The ﬁrst four columns indicate the means (columns 1 and 2) and SD (columns 3 and 4) of the magnitude of the variations of the external input expressed in percentage
of νext.The columns labeledT, t, and dt indicate, respectively, the time interval between successive applications of the stimulus, the duration of the stimulus and the
interval between couples of stimuli. When an interval is indicated, such as in the column labeled dt, the sampling steps are 1 and 5ms for the VIF and LIF neurons,
respectively.
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